ACTION AGAINST THE
‘ENGLISH’!
COME TO BOKERLEY DITCH AND
UNPICK THE ‘EDGE’ OF ENGLAND!
The ‘Men of Wessex’ claim descent from superior ‘Saxon’ ‘bloodstock’, believing themselves
to ‘be’ in a “chosen” ‘region’ which must be ‘reborn’. David Caedyfael claims to be ‘pure’ but
we - through a close examination of Bokerley Ditch (as text), the earthwork which allegedly
‘edges’ the ‘heartland’ of ‘Wessex’ - can prove otherwise. Cerdic, the founder of the ‘Saxon’
kingdom, was neither ‘Saxon’ nor ‘Jute’. He was a replicant, something imagined within text
- a cultural installation - which we shall ‘erase’.
“Celt/Saxon or Celt/Anglian boundaries often
had linear earthworks - banks and ditches - long
before Offa’s Dyke, Wansdyke, Devil’s Dyke,
Roman Rigg, etc. - so Bokerley ditch is plausible,
if not authentic or unique in how it was faked.
Such an extensive antiquarian folly is unusual,”
so early in the modern period, but these others
reveal the knowledge of this method was around
in the 15th and 16th centuries. Henry VIII himself
may have sketched this line on a map to hold
down ‘his’ kingdom in its web of lines’, it has
been known since. Older forgings in chalk were
sometimes recycled, as can be seen in the
‘Dorset Cursus’ which was extended by the Royal
Air Corps in 1917-18 and used as a runway.
Bi-planes rose over hillfort and ditch, placing
markers in the air like boundary stones, beating
symbols into blue clouds over hay ﬁeld and
water-meadow. Such was their use. Now they are
said to contain ‘energy’, which is amusing, poetic
even, and absurd,” said Dr. Mintern.

Meet at The Cartwheel, Whitsbury (Hants.)
Three miles north of Fordingbridge

SUNDAY 26th July 1998 -12.30pm - 2.30pm
We shall proceed from the pub to Bokerley Ditch by car and then walk to the
‘Dorset’ Cursus, inspecting other early modern English ‘antiquities’ on the way.

THE WORKING CLASS HAS NO COUNTRY!

